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Overall

This is an excellent paper.
The topic is of wide interest – not least in the context of the forthcoming UN high level meeting on NCD control.
There is a dearth of studies of this quality on attributable burdens of NCDs from middle income countries.
An array of appropriate methods to deal with data limitations have been used and clearly described.
The discussion and conclusions are balanced and appropriate.

Minor essential revisions

1. Clarification of role of smoking prevalence data

There is scope for confusion when these are discussed as the methods state that smoking effects were estimated using the Peto Lopez method. Eg at p 13, 3rd para might be reworded along the following lines:

‘…the highest reported prevalence of recent smoking, the age-standardised mortality attributable to this risk factor (calculated using lung cancer mortality to estimate exposure) was largest …’

2. Clarification of the correlation coefficients for the mortality completeness estimates.

Does rSEG refer to the correlation between the 2 completeness estimates when each are estimated using the SEG method … or when using SEG for adults and the sources noted in the next sentence for the under 5 mortality? In either case is a coefficient as low as 0.16 satisfactory?

Typographical

Abstract

Methods second last word: ‘to risk’ has no space (?could be a pdf artefact).
P 8, 2nd para, 2nd sentence: second and third words suggest a typo here.
P 9, 2nd para, 4th line: ‘epidemiological’

Some of the citations are defective:
Eg 34, 38 (lacks year etc), 40, ‘Bank’.

Discretionary revisions
1. A little detail on the methodology of the sbp measurements
Although the interested reader could theoretically pursue the cited primary sources it would be helpful to have just a little information on the protocol for sbp measurement in the risk factor surveys as the sbp data play such an important role in the analyses and may be subject to substantial measurement artefacts in a middle income country with a continental climate. This should include whether the surveys were conducted on a comparable round the year basis in all regions, and if not whether seasonal variation (and/or variation in ambient temperatures) may be adding ‘noise’ to the blood pressure estimates.

2. Would the confidence intervals be more appropriately described as ‘uncertainty intervals’ given their method of estimation?

3. Table and figure captions should be more informative.
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